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Abstract: Atmospheric particulate matter (PM) was measured continuously at an urban site in Baoji
city in northern China in 2018 to investigate the seasonal distribution characteristics. Coarse PM
(PM2.5–10) was more prevalent in spring, substantially due to the regional transport of dust. High
loadings of coarse PM were found at night compared to daytime, which could result from high
production and unfavorable dispersion conditions. Fine PM (PM2.5) constituted, on average, 54%
of the total PM mass concentration, whereas it contributed more than 97% of the total PM number
concentration. The number and mass concentrations of fine PM increased substantially in the winter,
which was possibly due to the enhanced production of atmospheric secondary processes and coal
combustion. Precursor gaseous pollutants and meteorology greatly influenced the PM distributions.
Fine PM was associated more strongly with gas pollutants than coarse PM, which suggested that
it largely originated from secondary production and combustion sources. High relative humidity
appeared to promote the production of fine PM, whereas it facilitated the removal of coarse PM.
This study highlights that different air-pollution control strategies should be used for coarse and
fine PM according to the distribution characteristics and influencing factors in similar medium-sized
urban areas.

Keywords: aerosol particles; size distribution; seasonal variation; meteorology influence; source

1. Introduction

Atmospheric particulate matter (PM) is the dominant air pollutant in many cities in
China with rapid economic development and expanded urbanization [1,2]. High loadings
of atmospheric PM can lead to substantial degradation of air quality, reduced visibility,
and adverse impacts on human health [3,4]. They also significantly contributed to heavy
haze pollution episodes that frequently occurred, in particular during winter, in the past
two decades [5–7]. Atmospheric PM of different sizes usually has distinct characteristics
in terms of its sources, production and removal processes, and environmental impacts.
The mass distributions of atmospheric PM are mostly dominated by two modes: the fine
accumulation mode and coarse mode [8]. Fine PM is largely generated from primary
combustion emissions and secondary production from gas to particle conversion and con-
densation, whereas coarse PM is mostly produced by mechanical processes. Understanding
the distribution characteristics of atmospheric PM would provide valuable information on
its sources and production processes, which is essential to developing effective air pollution
control strategies.
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Baoji is a medium-sized city in northern China with a population of 3.76 million in
2019 (http://tjj.shaanxi.gov.cn/upload/n2020/indexch.htm, accessed on 4 March 2021).
It is among the 11 major cities of the Fenwei basin, which has been designated as a key
region for air pollution control in China. Baoji is situated at the west end of the Fenwei
basin. Long-lasting and widespread haze pollution episodes have frequently occurred in
this region in recent years [9]. The basin terrain with substantial emissions is particularly
unfavorable for the dispersion of air pollutants. Local governments have taken great efforts
to improve the air quality in past years, such as shutting down or migrating industrial
factories and restricting traffic. The air pollution situation, however, remains poor, partly
due to the lack of comprehensive knowledge and profound understanding of the complex
contributing factors. The chemical composition and source apportionment of atmospheric
PM have been investigated in Baoji city by some prior studies thus far [10–13], but most
of those studies were short-term studies and rarely focused on mass distributions of PM.
A year-round study on the distribution and sources of PM pollutants is important for a
comprehensive understanding of the contributing factors and helpful for more targeted air
pollution control.

This study aims to understand the seasonal distribution characteristics of atmospheric
coarse and fine PM in Baoji city and to identify the key contributing factors. The size-
resolved number and mass concentrations of atmospheric PM were continuously monitored
at an urban site in Baoji city from February to December 2018. The temporal variation trends
of coarse and fine PM were characterized across the year. The potential contribution sources
associated with coarse and fine PM were also discussed. The comprehensive influences
of precursor gaseous pollutants and meteorological factors on the mass concentration and
seasonal distributions of PM were further examined.

2. Experimental Methods

Atmospheric PM was monitored continuously on the rooftop of a six-floor office
building (107.20◦ E, 34.35◦ N; approximately 20 m above ground level) on the main campus
of Baoji University of Arts and Sciences, Baoji, Shaanxi, China. The measurement duration
was from 10 February to 30 December 2018. The sampling site was situated in an urban area
mostly surrounded by the university campus and residential blocks. Several arterial roads
were located in the south and west of the sampling site and usually with medium traffic
volumes. There were no apparent industrial plants or other major pollution sources nearby.

The size-resolved number and mass concentrations of atmospheric PM from 0.25
up to 32 µm in aerodynamic diameter were measured using an optical environmental
particle monitor (EDM-180, GRIMM Aerosol Technik, Germany) [14]. The measuring
principle was as follows: ambient air was sampled through the inlet head at a flow rate
of 1.2 L min−1 without particle-size-selective segregation; the sampled air was then led
directly to the measuring cell, where a laser diode served as a scattering light source; PM
number was counted according to the scattering light pulse, while PM size was classified
by the intensity of scattering light signal. The number concentrations of PM at 31 different
size channels were obtained from the measurement. The monitoring data were acquired
at 5 min intervals. Surface area and volume concentrations were calculated, respectively,
by πdp

2N and πdp
3N/6, in which dp is the aerodynamic diameter and N is the PM number

concentration of each size bin. PM mass concentrations were calculated from the number–
size distributions using the density factors established for urban environments by assuming
spherical particles [14]. The detection range of PM mass concentration was from 0.1 to
6000 µg m−3.

Hourly data of meteorological factors, including temperature, relative humidity (RH),
wind speed and direction, precipitation, and horizontal visibility, were obtained from the
Meteorology Bureau of Baoji city for the entire monitoring period. The meteorology station
(107.14◦ E, 34.36◦ N) is located approximately 2.5 km southwest of the sampling site. The
hourly mass concentrations of PM and precursor gaseous pollutants, including PM2.5,
PM10, O3, SO2, NO2, and CO, were obtained from the China National Environmental
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Monitoring Centre (http://www.cnemc.cn, accessed on 1 January 2021). The gaseous
pollutants were measured at the nearest national air quality monitoring station that was on
the same building rooftop and right beside the sampling site. Moreover, the daily backward
trajectories of air masses arrived at the sampling site (height: 500 m above ground level;
duration: 72 h; start time: 9:00 a.m. each day) were calculated over the studied period using
the Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory model [15,16].

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Seasonal Variation Profiles of PM

The daily and monthly variations of PM mass and number concentrations over the
studied period are presented in Figure 1. The mass concentrations were, on average,
77 ± 61 µg m−3 (mean ± 1σ standard deviation) for PM10, 45 ± 30 µg m−3 for PM2.5, and
35 ± 26 µg m−3 for PM1 across the year. Here, PM10, PM2.5, and PM1 correspond to the
PM with aerodynamic diameters less than 10, 2.5, and 1 µm, respectively. These values are
much higher compared to the annual air quality limit standards for PM2.5 and PM10 (5 and
15 µg m−3, respectively) published by the World Health Organization (2021). In general,
the PM mass concentrations were substantially higher in the spring and winter seasons
compared to those in the summer and fall seasons. The total mass concentrations were
significantly composed by those of coarse particles PM2.5–10 during springtime, whereas
it was dominated by fine particles of PM2.5 during wintertime. The mass concentrations
of PM2.5 and PM10 measured by the EDM-180 particle monitor in this study correlated
strongly overall with those from the national air quality monitoring station (r of 0.90
and 0.92, respectively) (the small panels in Figure 1a). Nevertheless, the former were
slightly lower compared to the latter. This was possibly due to the uncertainties associated
with the different principles of monitoring devices; that is, a tapered element oscillating
micro-balance was used at the national air quality monitoring station.
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The total number concentration of PM from 0.25 to 10µm was, on average, 1172 ± 1018 cm−3

for the studied period. Higher PM number concentrations were mostly observed in winter
and early spring (e.g., December, February, and March) compared to those of other periods
(April to November) (Figure 1b,c). Fine PM contributed, on average, more than 97% of the
total PM number concentration throughout the year. This characteristic is different from
the large contributions of mass concentration from both coarse and fine PM. The number
concentration reported herein would be even higher if accounting for PM below 0.25 µm,
which was not available due to the detection limit of the optical particle monitor.

Figure 2 presents the correlations and ratios among the mass concentrations of PM10,
PM2.5, and PM1 over the studied period. The mass concentrations of PM2.5 correlated
highly overall to those of PM10, with a correlation coefficient r of 0.84 (Figure 2a). PM2.5
constituted, on average, 54% of PM10 in the mass concentration. In contrast, the mass
concentrations of PM1 correlated more strongly to those of PM2.5 (r of 0.96; Figure 2b).
PM1 constituted, on average, 80% of PM2.5 in the mass concentration. Interestingly, with
the increase in the PM number concentration, the mass fractions of PM2.5 to PM10 and
PM1 to PM2.5 were both increased, as indicated by the colored dots in Figure 2a,b. This is
consistent with the large population of fine PM. Moreover, the mass concentration ratios
of PM1/PM2.5, PM2.5/PM10, and PM1/PM10 varied in different seasons (Figure 2c). The
ratios all substantially decreased during the springtime of April and May compared to
those in other periods. On the other hand, slightly higher ratios of PM1/PM2.5 were found
during the summertime of July and August, whereas higher ratios of PM2.5/PM10 and
PM1/PM10 were found in both August and November. The higher fractions of fine PM in
total PM10 mostly resulted from the lower mass concentrations of coarse PM (Figure 1c)
and possibly the enhanced contributions of fine PM from secondary production.
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The results discussed above represent the typical characteristics of PM distributions in
Baoji city in different seasons across the year. This area was frequently polluted by coarse
PM in spring, which was mostly due to the long-range transport of dust from desert regions
in northwest China [17,18]. Figure 3 presents the daily backward trajectories of air masses
and the cluster analysis in the four seasons of Baoji city in 2018. A great portion of air
masses originated from the northwest region in spring, which accounted for approximately
43.4% of the total amount (Figure 3a) and was much higher than those of other seasons
(7.2–33.3%). Air masses from the surrounding areas of the south and southeast regions
also greatly contributed (39.8% and 14%). Moreover, the wind speed was relatively higher
in the spring compared to other seasons (presented later in Section 3.3), which would
also facilitate the agitation and resuspension of coarse PM from local sources such as
construction and road dust. In contrast, both the coarse and fine PM, in general, presented
relatively low concentrations in summer and fall. This is possibly, at least to a large extent,
due to the absence of substantial emission and the production of PM and its precursors
from coal combustion, together with the favorable dispersion conditions for the removal of
air pollutants. Air masses were also mostly from the southeast regions in the summer and
fall (Figure 3b,c).
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percentage and the number of air mass trajectories with different origins.

Baoji is a medium-sized city in northern China, where coal combustion is commonly
utilized for heating in the winter. The heating period is usually from mid-November to
mid-March of the next year. Primary emissions of coal combustion contribute approxi-
mately 10% of submicron organic aerosols in Baoji city during the heating season [10], in
addition to the contributions of coal combustion to coarse PM and atmospheric secondary
production of fine PM. Other pollution sources, such as heating-related biomass burning
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from the surrounding rural area, would also contribute to the increased PM concentration
in winter [19]. A great number of air pollutants might be contributed by sources from
the local and surrounding areas in winter, as indicated by the air mass origins (60.5% in
Figure 3d). Given the distinctive characteristics of PM distributions, further PM pollution
control strategies should target the specific contributing factors in different seasons.

3.2. Size Distributions of PM

Figure 4 presents the size-resolved number, surface area, and volume concentrations
of PM over the studied period together with the seasonally averaged size distributions.
The daily mean of total PM10 number concentration was in the range of 138 to 5540 cm−3.
The PM number concentration was primarily dominated by fine PM throughout the year,
accounting for 97–99% of the total PM10 amount. The number concentration of PM at a
diameter below 0.4 µm was particularly abundant compared to larger sizes. This result
is consistent with prior studies at various locations wherein small particles usually have
much larger populations [20,21]. The highest PM number concentration was found in
winter, which might be significantly contributed by the enhanced production of secondary
pollutants from coal combustion for heating. Moreover, the PM surface area concentration
was significantly contributed by fine PM (on average 87%) and mostly due to their large
populations. The contribution of coarse PM (on average 13%) to the total surface area
concentration increased slightly because of its large size, compared to the small contri-
bution to the total number concentration (i.e., less than 3%). In contrast, the PM volume
concentrations were mostly contributed by coarse PM, especially those with mode diame-
ters of approximately 5 µm (see the black circles in Figure 4c). Coarse PM constituted, on
average, 54% of total PM10 volume concentration, compared to 46% for fine PM. The PM
volume concentrations were comparable between summer and fall, and the averaged size
distribution trends were nearly similar to those in winter and spring despite their relatively
low concentrations.
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The diurnal profiles of size-resolved PM volume concentrations were further examined
for individual seasons, as presented in Figure 5. Coarse PM, on average, had the highest
volume concentration in spring, whereas fine PM had the highest volume concentration
in winter. For coarse PM across the four seasons, they were most abundant during the
nighttime, that is, from approximately 18:00 to 05:00 of the next day in local time (LT).
There was also a small peak during the daytime from around 08:00 to 12:00 LT. On the
contrary, fine PM was abundant at noon and night. Photochemical reactions of precursor
gaseous air pollutants could substantially contribute to the production of fine PM during
the daytime. The continuous growth of fine PM by coagulation, condensation, and further
oxidation processes, together with the unfavorable disperse conditions (as discussed in
Section 3.3), might greatly contribute to the production of coarse PM during the nighttime.
The abundance of coarse and fine PM might also be primarily and secondarily contributed
by traffic vehicle emissions, particularly during the morning and evening rush hours.
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3.3. Influences on PM Concentration and Distribution

The origins of air pollutants and meteorological conditions appear to be the key factors
governing the concentration and distribution of PM. Figure 6 presents the diurnal profiles
of gaseous precursor pollutants, meteorological parameters, and PM mass concentrations
for individual seasons. Both the precursor gases and meteorological parameters turned
out to have nearly similar diurnal variation trends among the four seasons (Figure 6a–h),
despite their different levels, which are, to a certain extent, consistent with the similar
variation trends of PM mass concentrations (Figure 6i–k). This could have resulted from
the relatively similar contributions from pollution sources and meteorological conditions
in the studied region across the year. O3 concentration increased substantially during
the daytime in summer (Figure 6a), which, nevertheless, usually corresponded to low
PM concentrations. Strong solar radiation in summer could prompt the enhanced O3
production from photochemical reactions of volatile organic compounds and NOx [22,23].
The low PM concentration also could be closely associated with the higher boundary layer
height during summertime.
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winter seasons.

NO2 concentration showed two prominent peaks in the morning (07:00–09:00 LT)
and nighttime (19:00–21:00 LT), respectively. This is consistent with the large emissions of
NOx from vehicle exhaust during traffic rush hours. High RH might promote the aqueous
phase reaction of NOx for the secondary formation of nitrates [24], which could partly
contribute to the high PM concentration, particularly at nighttime (Figure 5). Extra-high
concentrations of SO2 and CO were exclusively found in winter compared to other seasons,
which is most likely attributed to the substantial contributions of air pollutants from coal
combustion for heating [25]. CO might also be contributed partly by vehicle emissions,
which is indicated by the similar peaks of those of NO2 at nighttime.

The comprehensive influences of precursor gases and meteorological conditions on the
PM distributions were examined to gain further insights. Figure 7 presents the correlations
of PM mass concentrations as functions of precursor gases for different seasons. The
results in summer and fall were discussed together here because of their similar PM levels
and variation trends. For fine PM, the mass concentrations generally exhibited positive
increasing trends with increasing NO2, SO2, and CO concentrations, especially in spring
and winter (Figure 7a). This most likely resulted from the enhanced secondary production
of fine PM in the presence of high concentrations of precursor gases. On the other hand, fine
PM concentrations exhibited slightly decreasing trends with an increasing O3 concentration.
This can be explained by the fact that more O3 could be produced due to the reduced
scavenging of hydroperoxyl and NOx radicals at low PM concentrations [26]. Another
possible cause is that low PM concentration would result in less scattered radiation and
thus increase the photolysis frequencies of nitrogen dioxide for producing O3 [27]. For
coarse PM, however, the mass concentrations were more broadly distributed with those of
precursor gases (Figure 7b). There were no clear correlation trends found with increasing
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precursor gases concentrations compared to those of fine PM. Therefore, the influences of
precursor gases on PM concentrations greatly depended on the particle sizes, which could
mostly be associated with the different formation and production processes of the coarse
and fine PM.
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The meteorological factors of temperature and RH also largely influenced the PM
distributions, as indicated by the colored markers in Figures 7 and 8. For PM versus NO2,
SO2, and CO, higher temperatures usually corresponded to higher concentrations of coarse
and fine PM in summer and fall, whereas such trends were not clear in spring and winter
(see Figure 7). It was likely that photochemical reactions were substantially enhanced at
higher temperatures for the production of PM in summer and fall, despite the high temper-
ature being able to facilitate the partitioning of semivolatile compounds into the gas phase
and possibly reduce the amount of PM. In the cold seasons of winter and spring, however,
temperature inversion occurred frequently, which could hinder the atmospheric vertical
convection to a certain extent and thus was favorable for the accumulation and production
of air pollutants. A lower temperature could also promote the partitioning of semivolatile
compounds into the particle phase and result in an increase of PM concentrations in cold
seasons. Higher RH values usually corresponded to higher concentrations of fine PM for
different seasons, in particular for PM associated with NO2 and SO2 (Figure 8a). This result
could be explained by the enhanced secondary production of fine PM and the hygroscopic
growth at higher RH [28,29]. In contrast, relatively low concentrations of coarse PM were
found at higher RH values for different seasons (Figure 8b). It is most likely that the
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depositional removal or washing out of coarse PM was substantially enhanced at higher
RH levels.
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4. Summary and Implications

The distribution characteristics of atmospheric coarse and fine PM were investigated
at an urban site in Baoji city in northern China in 2018. Coarse PM was most abundant in
spring and winter and was also relatively more abundant at nighttime than in the daytime
across the year. Fine PM constituted a substantial portion of the total PM mass concen-
tration, 54% on average, whereas it constituted more than 97% of the total PM number
concentration over the study period. The number and mass concentrations of fine PM
greatly increased in wintertime compared to other seasons, which is most likely associated
with the primary and secondary productions of air pollutants from coal combustion for
heating. Both the coarse and fine PM had relatively low mass and number concentrations
in summer and fall. The PM distributions were greatly influenced by the precursor gaseous
pollutants and meteorological factors. Fine PM were more correlated to the gas pollutants
of NO2, SO2, and CO than coarse PM, possibly due to large contributions from atmospheric
secondary processes. The production of fine PM appeared to be promoted at high relative
humidity and low temperature, whereas coarse PM was more likely removed at high
relative humidity. This study highlights that different pollution-control strategies should
be taken for coarse and fine PM according to their distribution characteristics of individual
seasons in Baoji city and the surrounding area. The current work is a typical case study
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of the distribution characteristics of PM in Baoji city, which provides a reference for other
medium-sized cities in the Fenwei basin and other regions. Future studies should also
investigate the compositional (especially organic components at molecular levels) and other
physical and chemical properties of coarse and fine PM, as well as those of ultrafine PM, to
gain more profound insights into the underlying mechanisms regarding their formation,
evolution, and removal processes, which are significant for assessing aerosol climate and
health impacts and developing more effective air pollution control strategies.
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